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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message. The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific professional sales associates in our order department.

For Section 1, Radio, use Quick Dial #: 813
Radio Music Systems

Recepter Radio

Ideal for home or office use, the Receptor is a high performance, high-fidelity AM/FM radio with alarm clock features that delivers sound comparable to the finest radios ever made.

- High-Sensitivity digital tuner “locks in” distant AM and FM stations
- Purpose-built Boston speaker driver is capable of a wide range of frequencies
- BassTrac circuitry eliminates distortion
- 20 presets for 20 AM/FM stations
- Dual independent clock alarms can be set to music, buzzer, or both
- Battery backup stores presets and alarm settings during power outage
- Two-position brightness control to adjust for day or night

Available in Platinum (BORRPL), Charcoal (BORRCH) or Polar White (BORRPW) ................................................................. 149.00

Recepter Radio HD

The Recepter Radio HD is a compact, high-performance, stereo, digital HD Radio table model that delivers brilliant clarity and high-fidelity sound. It can also receive and seamlessly play the additional digital HD2 Multicast programming that many stations are now broadcasting.

A compact satellite speaker allows listeners to enjoy The Boston Sound in true stereo, and a mini credit-card sized remote control adds to the radio’s convenience and ease of use. Best of all, HD Radio reception is FREE, with no additional or recurring subscription costs.

- Groundbreaking digital HD Radio technology
- Second speaker for true stereo sound
- Input for iPod/MP3 players or other devices
- Memory tuning for up to 20 AM/FM presets
- Multi-line display that shows song title, artist, station name, and other broadcast data
- Patented BassTrac circuitry provides outstanding bass without distortion
- Mini-stereo headphone jack
- Dual independent clock alarms can be set to music or buzzer.
- Super capacitor power backup stores presets and alarm settings during power outage

Recepter Radio HD in Platinum color with credit card-sized remote control (BOHDRR) .......................................................................................................................... 299.00

MicroSystem CD

The MicroSystem CD takes tabletop performance to the next level, with big, rich sound you never thought possible in a system this size. It’s an elegant, all-in-one package so versatile it’s perfect as a bedside alarm clock, a room-filling stereo, or even stereo sound for your TV. Also, great for your iPod or portable MP3 player.

- 12 FM and 12 AM presets
- Three auxiliary inputs, including a front-panel jack ideal for iPod / MP3 players
- Stereo headphone jack
- Credit-card size wireless remote stores inside the radio
- Easy-to-read display automatically dims in dark environments
- Two easy-to-use alarms can be set to music, beeper, or both
- Wake up to CD or AM/FM
- Sleep to one station and wake up to another
- Illuminated on/off button
- Backup saves presets and alarm settings

Available in Charcoal (BOCDMSCH) or Polar White (BOCDMSPW) .......................................................................................... 499.00

www.bhphotovideo.com
SongBook: AM/FM Alarm Clock Travel Radio

SongBook is the ultimate travel clock/radio, perfect for those who want music wherever they go. It incorporates a highly sensitive digital AM/FM tuner, as well as an adjustable, telescoping FM antenna and built-in AM antenna. Stations may be tuned manually or via five favorite station preset buttons. It also features a “seek” function to automatically search for a signal.

The SongBook features an “on demand” blue backlit LCD display that shows the station tuning as well as the digital clock, whose functions include alarm and 20-minute sleep timer. Auxiliary input and stereo headphone output are positioned on the side, complete with rubber covers to protect them from the elements, dust and dirt when not in use.

The clock/radio operates using six standard AA alkaline batteries or NiMH/NiCad rechargeable batteries with the unit’s built-in charger; or listeners can use the included AC adaptor or 12V power source. It is sized to be suitcase/briefcase-friendly and also has a rear keyhole cut-out for optional wall mounting. AC adapter included. Dimensions are 6.13” x 7.32” x 2.1” (HWD), it weighs 3.5 lbs. Available in White (TIRSUTW), Red (TIRSUTR), Green (TIRSUTGR), Blue (TIRSUTBL), Black (TIRSUTB), Yellow (TIRSUTY), and Silver (TIRSUTS)...

159.99

SongBook Carry Bag (TICSUTR)
The Carry Bag is the perfect accessory for the SongBook. The side pocket can fit an iPod while the opening on the top pocket flap allows an easy connection to the rear auxiliary input on the radio. The Carry Bag also has a built-in rear flap for easy wire management and an adjustable shoulder strap, to make the already portable radio even more portable! Black. It weighs 0.9 lbs...29.99

PAL: Portable Audio Laboratory AM/FM Weather-Resistant Radio

If you want to enjoy superb sound quality and reception outdoors, you need a PAL. It features a treated 2.5” magnetically shielded driver and rubberized cabinet that are weather resistant, so you can keep your PAL by the pool or the patio. And its environmentally-friendly rechargeable Nickel Metal Hydride battery pack has no memory and fully charges in about 3 hours, providing many hours of cordless playback. The clever little green LED serves as both a power and battery status indicator.

The PAL uses the same geared-down 5:1 ratio analog tuning dial as the critically-acclaimed Model One radio. It has an auxiliary input to connect a CD, MP3 player, or other device, and a stereo headphone output for private listening (headphones not included). It has a built-in AM antenna, and includes a telescoping FM antenna for improved FM reception. Perhaps most amazing of all is its expansive sound which must be heard to be believed! Includes an NiMH battery pack and AC adapter. Dimensions are 6.25” x 3.44” x 3.88” (HWD), and it weighs 3.2 lbs. Available in Moonlight Gray (TIPALMG), Pearl White (TIPALPW), Sunset Red (TIPALSR), Electric Blue (TIPALEB) and Basic Black (TIPALBB)...

149.99

iPAL (TIIPALSW)
The same as the other PAL radios, but it matches the sleek white and chrome appearance of the popular iPod MP3 player......149.99

PAL Carry Bag (TICPB)
The perfect accessory for the PAL. It has convenient side pockets that can fit an iPod and an opening on the top pocket flap for an easy connection to the rear auxiliary input on the radio. An adjustable shoulder strap makes the already portable radio even more portable! Black color, it weighs 0.4 lbs....29.99
Tivoli Audio is a world leader in the sales and manufacture of high-performance table radios and compact audio systems. They are known for their stylish, compact, simple-to-use radios that deliver remarkable audio performance – at very reasonable prices. Several of Tivoli’s products – including the original Model One table radio – were designed by Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss. Tivoli’s latest products, the Model Two and Model Three incorporate Henry’s tuner technology into a new line of elegant high-performance products.

**Model Subwoofer**

For the critical listener looking to get the most from their music, computer games, or television sound, the diminutive Model Subwoofer extends the Model Two and Three’s bass response by a half-octave. Don’t confuse the Model Subwoofer with inexpensive computer speaker subwoofers with sloppy bass. It’s 5” bass driver, 20 watt internal amplifier, front ported design, and wood cabinet all translate into rich, musical sound. The Auto On/Standby circuit activates the subwoofer automatically when it standby when the signal is absent.

Includes connecting cable and 9' power cord, and operates on AC or 12v. It’s dimensions are 6.5" x 9.5" x 6.31" (HWD), and it weighs 6.5 lbs. The Model Subwoofer is available in Metallic Taupe/Cherry (TISW) and Silver/Black Ash (TISWBS) .......................................................... 79.99

**Model CD**

The Model CD’s unique front-loading design makes playing a CD fun and easy. Its compact size permits more placement flexibility over larger, tray-loading players, or pop-open top designs. And as is the tradition with all Tivoli Audio products, the Model CD couldn’t be simpler to use. The minimalist front panel sports a large, easy-to-read display paired with the primary controls, while the remote duplicates the primary controls and adds Shuffle, Repeat, Volume, Intro, and Direct Track Access functions. The cosmetics match the Model Two and Three, or you can add the Model CD to enhance your existing stereo system.

Includes a credit card-sized remote, connecting cable, and external AC power supply. It operates on AC or 12v. Dimensions are 4.5” x 8.375” x 5.875” (HWD), and it weighs 7.5 lbs. Available in Metallic Taupe/Cherry color (TICDQ) ........................................................................................................ 199.99

**Stereo Speaker**

Wake up in stereo! By adding the Stereo Speaker, you’ll turn your Model Three or Model Satellite into a true stereo music system, capable of filling a room with warm, rich, detailed sound. Placing the right channel speaker, with its 15’ of cord, several feet from the main unit, provides the detailed imaging and accurate sound that is essential for stereo reproduction. Offered in Metallic Taupe/Cherry.

4" x 8.375" x 5"D (HWD), it weighs 4.4 lbs. Metallic Taupe/Cherry (TM3SSCMT) ..................................... 49.99
Model One: AM/FM Table Radio

Where performance and simplicity are paramount but space is sparse, the Model One mono table radio fits the bill. With just three knobs, it is the antithesis of today's complex electronic products. But behind the Model One's simple, innocent appearance, hides a multitude of technology facilitating higher sound reproduction and better reception over anything else near it in size or cost.

Featuring a furniture-grade handmade wood cabinet and a 3” speaker, Model One provides accurate tonal balance and bass response. The large tuning knob has a 5:1 tuning ratio for easy and accurate tuning. An indicator lets you know when you've achieved proper tuning. Built-in AM and FM antennas provide satisfying reception, while a rear 75-ohm jack allows connection of an external FM antenna in difficult reception areas. It also includes a headphone jack, auxiliary input, and a record output. It includes an external FM antenna and 9’ power cord. Operates on AC or 12v (adapter not included). Dimensions are 4.375” x 8.375” x 5” (HWD), it weighs 5 lbs. Available in Walnut/Beige (TIM1LWB) or Black/Silver (TIM1LSW) ................................................................. 119.99

Model Two: AM/FM Stereo Radio

The two-piece Model Two does stereo right...and left. Placing the matching stereo speaker, with its 15’ cord, several feet from the main unit, provides the detailed imaging and accurate soundstage that is so essential for true stereo reproduction.

Model Two delivers the same tuner technology used in the Model One, 5:1 ratio analog tuning dial for easy and accurate tuning, and the same inputs and outputs as the Model One — but with several additions: a mixing input permits audio from your computer to be mixed in with the radio. There is also a dedicated subwoofer output (for the optional Model Subwoofer) and a balance control. The bass ports are located in the rear to accommodate vertical positioning where space is tight.

Model Two includes an external FM antenna, rubber feet, and a 9’ power cord, and operates on AC or 12v. Dimensions are 4.375” x 8.375” x 5” (HWD), it weighs 9 lbs. Available in Metallic Taupe/Cherry (TIM2MT) .............................................................................................................. 199.99

Model Three: AM/FM Clock Radio

Simple to use, the Model Three clock radio uses the same sensitive tuner, 5:1 ratio analog tuning dial, inputs and outputs as the Model Two, but because it's a clock radio, it has a 20 minute sleep timer, a snooze button, a sleek thumbwheel to set the alarm time, and the option to wake to a buzzer or the great sounding AM/FM radio. It's warm sound, ease of use, and distinguished appearance gives the Model Three clock radio its wonderful bedside manner. The constant, gentle illumination makes the clock visible in low or no light without keeping you awake.

The fine quartz mechanical movement of the Model Three's analog clock provides accurate time keeping and complements the analog tuning dial. You can add the optional matching stereo speaker, Model Subwoofer or Model CD. It features a furniture-grade, handmade wood cabinet and includes an external FM antenna and external AC power supply, and operates on AC or 12v. Dimensions are 4.375” x 8.375” x 5” (HWD), it weighs 7 lbs. Available in Metallic Taupe/Cherry (TIM3CMT) .................................................................................................................. 199.99
Audio Music System

AM/FM/CD Hi-Fi System

Three years in development, Tivoli’s newest creation – the all-in-one Audio Music System, is a full-featured tabletop music system that is the ultimate in high fidelity stereo sound. With its concert quality sound, the Music System is designed to bring music to the ears of the most discerning audiophile and lover of music.

The Tivoli Audio Music System includes a built-in slot-load CD player, AM/FM radio with 12 presets, built-in powered subwoofer and amplifier, and digital clock with battery backup and dual alarms. The single-slot CD player has shuffle and repeat functions, and is compatible with all popular music formats, including CD, MP3, WMA, CD-R, and CD-RW. Two inputs to connect your iPod, TV or other device. AM and FM antennas are included for optimum radio reception, and buttons on the front enable pre-setting of six AM and FM radio stations. A 32-character, easy-to-read, automatically adjusting lighted display shows CD/MP3 text or Radio Data System (RDS) information, where available.

◆ Whatever the source, CD or radio the system offers full and expansive, high-fidelity stereo sound via its two incorporated speakers with listening choices between mono, stereo and SpacePhase wide mode, while a built-in, down-firing 5” magnetically-shielded powered subwoofer adds rich musical bass. The subwoofer also has a control for volume.
◆ Front panel stereo headphone output, two rear ports for enhanced bass, stereo record output, and auxiliary and mixing inputs.
◆ The digital clock includes a calendar. Dual alarms can be set for wake-up to AM, FM, CD, or tone, and a 7-minute snooze function lets you grab a few extra minutes before being reawakened. A fixed sleep timer automatically turns off the music after 20-minutes and has a push-button re-set feature.
◆ The time is always visible on the large, light blue dot-matrix display. Display light has a sensor to automatically diminish the light in darkness.
◆ Includes credit card-sized remote control, but all of it’s functions are available on the unit itself in the event of a missing remote control.
◆ Power supply is internal and there is a battery back-up for the clock and alarm.
◆ Housed in attractive, multi-layered, high-gloss hand-lacquered wood cabinet with classic beige or silver faceplates.
◆ Measures 5½ x 14¼ x 8.5” (HxWxD)

Available in High Gloss Piano Black/Silver (TIMSBS), White/Silver (TIMSWS) and Dark Walnut/Beige (TIMSBE) .......................................................... $599.00

iYiYi High-Fidelity Stereo System for iPod

Not just another iPod audio system, the iYiYi features a highly sensitive digital AM/FM tuner for clear and precise reception, with internal and external FM antennas and built-in AM antenna. The iYiYi uses two full-range, long-throw 3” drivers, built into an acoustically accurate, dual ported enclosure to insure the best high fidelity stereo reproduction. The iYiYi with its universal docking station can be used with all Apple iPods, including nano and video models.

The docking station recharges the iPod when docked and the supplied remote control operates the functions of the iPod and the iYiYi.

◆ AM/FM tuner features 5 station presets, sleep timer, and alarm. Wake to a pleasant tone, your iPod, or a favorite radio station. The choice is yours.
◆ Stations may be tuned manually or via 5 AM and 5 FM favorite station preset buttons with a “seek” function to automatically search for stations.
◆ The credit-card sized remote controls all of the iYiYi functions and many iPod functions, such as playlists and albums.
◆ Auto-brightness blue backlit LCD display with Radio Data System (RDS) information where available.
◆ Universal docking station and seven dock adapters is a perfect match for any iPod.
◆ Digital clock functions include alarm and 20-minute sleep timer that can be set to wake to an iPod or AM/FM radio.
◆ There is an auxiliary input and stereo headphone output as well as a mixing input to permit audio from a computer to be mixed in with another source.

Available in Gloss White (TIMYIYIWS) or Gloss Black (TIMYIYIBS) .................................................................................................................. $299.00
Portable iPod Music System

The iPod is the best portable music player on the market. So who better than Tivoli Audio, makers of the world’s finest radios, to produce the best portable music system for the iPod. The best companion ever made for an iPod user, iSongBook to turns an iPod into a full-bodied music system with the same full and rich sound you’ve come to expect from Tivoli Audio—in a portable system. Specifically made for the iPod, the flip-down docking station will fit all iPod models and recharges the iPod when docked. The supplied remote control operates both the iPod and the iSongBook.

- White with silver faceplate makes the iSongBook a perfect match for the iPod.
- iSongBook features a highly sensitive digital AM/FM tuner for clear and precise reception with a 9k/10k switch for AM reception outside North America, as well as an adjustable, telescoping FM antenna and built-in AM antenna.
- Stations may be tuned manually or via 5 AM and 5 FM favorite station preset buttons with a “seek” function to search for signals in any country.
- “On demand” blue backlit LCD display shows the station tuning as well as the digital clock, whose functions include alarm and 20-minute sleep timer that can be set to wake to an iPod as well as radio.
- Includes a detachable matching secondary speaker for expansive stereo sound, and a 6’ audio cable for proper room positioning with rewind mechanism, and optional carry bag.
- Credit card sized remote controls the iSongBook and the iPod when docked.
- Auxiliary input and stereo headphone output are positioned in the rear, complete with rubber covers to protect them from the elements when not in use.
- Operates on standard AA alkaline or NiMH/NiCad rechargeable batteries with the unit’s built-in charger; or by an AC adapter or 12V power source.
- The iSongBook is sized to fit in a suitcase, briefcase, or backpack, measuring just 6⅛ x 11⅛ x 2¾” (HWD) for the clock/radio with the slave speaker.

Model Satellite Sirius/AM/FM Table Radio

Satellite table radio designed exclusively for home use with SIRIUS Satellite Radio System. Tivoli and SIRIUS have joined forces to bring to market an elegantly simple, yet technologically sophisticated satellite radio for home use. The new Model Satellite radio is designed by Tivoli Audio CEO, Tom DeVesto, and is based on the popular, award-winning tuner used in the Tivoli Model One, Two and Three radios and engineered by Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss.

- The Tivoli SIRIUS radio delivers digital quality sound in 65 commercial-free music channels, and over 40 news, sports and entertainment channels. The radio is easy to read and provides easy and clear navigation. The radio has pre-sets for your favorite Sirius channels and searches by artist, song, and channel.
- The radio features the fine analog tuner designed by Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss, a device that pulls in even weak FM signals, allowing listeners to tune in more stations compared to other costly radios and receivers. SIRIUS is the only place where subscribers can hear the entire NFL season, as well as popular programming from NPR, CNN, FOX News and many others.
- The radio is housed in a finely crafted furniture grade cherry wood cabinet with taupe metallic faceplate and champagne-toned knobs. It comes with a remote control and a compact indoor/outdoor SIRIUS antenna.
- The radio features inputs for other Tivoli Audio components including an optional stereo speaker, Model CD Player and Model Subwoofer.
- It uses a discrete-component FM tuner technology originally developed for cell phones and engineered for the first time in the Model One AM/FM Table Radio previously introduced by Tivoli Audio. Now you can enjoy Sirius programming in trademark Tivoli Audio sound!
STILETTO 100
Portable Satellite Radio

Sleek, stylish, personal, powerful and completely portable. The Stiletto 100 lets you listen to live and recorded SIRIUS almost anywhere. On the go, in the car, at home or in the office—Stiletto 100 also lets you experience SIRIUS Internet Radio over an accessible Wi-Fi network. In addition, it stores up to 100 hours of SIRIUS's 100% commercial-free music programming and plays MP3/WMA files, plus you can go online and purchase your favorite tracks for downloads. Last, it offers a beautiful display and easy-to-use controls, comes with a host of useful accessories, and with optional accessories, expands the number of places and ways you can listen to SIRIUS.

FEATURES

◆ The Stiletto can receive live portable reception of SIRIUS programming, without having to be docked in a car or home cradle. Just charge up the battery, slip on the supplied earbuds, and you've got a great companion for jogging or just walking around the block.
◆ Also includes headphones with an antenna built into the headband for expanded live signal reception—ideal for areas where the signal tends to get blocked.
◆ Not just live reception, but also automatic recording and storage of up to 100 hours of programming.
◆ One touch recording of up to 10 hours of live, individual songs from SIRIUS Satellite Radio's 100% commercial-free music
◆ Schedule & record up to 6-hour blocks of music programming, talk or news from SIRIUS Satellite Radio broadcasts—up to 100 recordings in advance. Then just combine your favorite SIRIUS content with your MP3s and WMAs for a spectacular playlist.
◆ Listen to SIRIUS Internet Radio over an accessible Wi-Fi network
◆ Enhanced media dial with six-way navigation control puts it all at your fingertips
◆ GameZone—lists all your favorite teams in one category and lets you select a different team from each of the various sport leagues including NFL, NBA, NHL and college sports.
◆ SIRIUS Replay—Pause, rewind and replay 44 minutes of live radio audible channel names
◆ GameAlert prompts you when your favorite games are being broadcast and alerts you when the scores change.

Supplied Accessories:
Includes earbuds, antenna headphone for expanded live signal reception, standard and slim batteries, PC cable (USB compatible), AC adapter, My SIRIUS Studio™ software with Yahoo! Music Jukebox™

Optional Accessories:
SLV1 Stiletto Car Kit: Includes antenna, a power adapter, and a mounting cradle with 10 buttons that let you save up to 30 channel presets.
SLH1 Stiletto Home Kit: Docking station charges both batteries at the same time, and uses an FM transmitter to play the sound over any FM radio. SL-BB1 Stiletto Boom Box
SL-TC1 Stiletto Travel Kit

SIRIUS is changing the way people listen to music, sports, news, and entertainment. It broadcasts over 130 digital-quality channels, including 69 channels of 100% commercial-free music, plus exclusive channels of sports, news, talk, entertainment, traffic, weather and data. The over 60 channels of non-music offered by SIRIUS have an unmatched lineup of programming, which comes from such top names as Howard Stern, CNBC, CNN, CNN, Martha Stewart, ABC News, BBC World Service, E! Entertainment, Maxim, NPR and Radio Disney. Around-the-clock traffic and weather reports are also provided for the top 20 US traffic markets.

SIRIUS is the leading provider of sports radio programming, broadcasting play-by-play action of more than 350 pro and college teams. SIRIUS features news, talk and play-by-play action from the NFL, NBA, NHL, Barclays English Premier League soccer, the Wimbledon Championships and more than 125 colleges, plus live coverage of several of the year's top thoroughbred horse races. SIRIUS is the only radio outlet to provide listeners with every NFL game, and airs over 1000 NBA games per season, plus up to 40 NHL games per week.

SIRIUS also features programming from ESPN Radio, ESPNews and NASCAR.

www.bhphotovideo.com
Digital Satellite Tuner

Designed for seamless integration with your existing home audio system, the SR-H550 Digital Satellite Tuner brings the commercial-free programming of Sirius to your home theater (subscription required). Enjoy all the music, sports, news and entertainment available from Sirius with this deluxe package. The SR-H550 has RCA stereo and optical digital outputs as well as optical digital to ensure that you can use with just about any home receiver. The indoor/outdoor antenna accommodates a range of placement options. The tuner’s signal indicator lets you know when you’ve got optimum reception of the SIRIUS signal. A wireless remote is included, too, so you can change channels and find the programming you want from across the room.

◆ Graphical, 6-line LCD with scrolling text displays station, title and artist, helping you keep track of the songs you like the most
◆ 3 banks of station presets store up to 10 favorite channels each, so you can switch between your favorite programs easily
◆ Program alert automatically switches to the programs you’ve chosen at prescheduled times, so you’ll never miss favorite shows
◆ Memory and Song Seek features store artist/title information and alert you when your favorite song or artist is playing on another station
◆ Channel Lock-Out feature allows parents to pass-code certain channels, ensuring that children will not be exposed to undesirable material.
◆ Clock, sleep timer and alarm functions
◆ Indoor/outdoor antenna with 19.75’ cable
◆ Measures 4⅛ x 2⅛ x 1⅞” (WxHxD)
◆ Game Alert helps you maximize all the sports coverage — you can save a favorite team for each of the leagues that SIRIUS covers, including the NFL, the NBA, and the NHL, plus most major colleges. The tuner will alert you anytime one of them is about to begin play — you’ll never miss a game.

Optional Accessories for SR-H550

Rack Mount Bracket Kit (SRH550BK) ........ 14.95
Outdoor Home Antenna (SI14240) ........... 35.95
Home Signal Distribution Kit: Allows you to connect two satellite radio receivers to one antenna. (SI14245) ........... 39.95
Indoor/Outdoor Window Sill SIRIUS Radio Antenna (SI14215) .................. 29.00
Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) Combiner/Splitter System:
Routes SIRIUS satellite radio signal over DBS cable and eliminates the need for separate cable installation. Weather resistant design and construction for indoor/outdoor installation. Allows up to a 200’ run of regular RG-6 cable. (SI14220) ........................................... 49.99
50’ extension of antenna cable for SIRIUS single input home tuners and Plug & Play receivers (SI14230) .............................. 29.95

SIRIUS Sportster 4

With Game Alerts and Game Zone, the Sportster 4 is packed with settings that will keep any enthusiast up to date on the latest scores and highlights. Only 0.6” deep, it has enough muscle to deliver all that SIRIUS has to offer in a lean package. Features include a large easy to read display, rotary tuning knob and large buttons. Moves easily into your car, home or boom box.

◆ Slim profile and vehicle dock for easy, attractive in-vehicle installation
◆ Replays 44 minutes of content (pause, rewind and fast-forward)
◆ Large easy-to-read 6-line display
◆ 30 channel presets
◆ GameAlert prompts when your favorite teams are playing at start of game and when scores change
◆ GameZone lists your favorite teams’ scores on one screen
◆ One touch to traffic and weather reports for your city or tune to your favorite channel
◆ MEMO with S-Seek stores and alerts by artist and song
◆ Wireless FM transmitter with 100-frequency choices and FM frequency list shortcut button for quick, easy FM transmitter.

Sportster 4 with Car Kit: Includes receiver, remote, vehicle power adapter, vehicle antenna, vehicle dock, suction cup & vent mount (SP4TK)
VISOR XTR8

Sirius Visor Plug & Play Receiver and Car Kit

Perfect for listening to satellite radio in your vehicle, the XTR8 includes a built-in FM transmitter and a remote control, giving you ease of use as well as access to over 130 channels on the Sirius satellite network including 65 channels of commercial-free music. Including 30 channels of preset memory and a convenient 5-line back-lit display. This package also includes the car kit so you can dock and use your XTR8 in your vehicle with ease.

- Use the built-in FM transmitter to play satellite radio over your car stereo
- Included remote control makes it easy to use the satellite radio from anywhere in your car.
- Has a 45-minute memory buffer so you can rewind and playback anything you miss.
- 30 station presets
- Game Zone has the best selection of sports shows and games in Satellite Radio and the XTR8 can be programmed to alert you when your teams game starts as well as give you periodic highlights.
- Using Music Search, you can find your favorite tunes over the Sirius Network by artist name, song title or category.

**Xact XTR8CK** Visor Sirius Satellite Plug & Play Radio Receiver and Vehicle Kit (XAXTR8CK) ................................................................................................................... **84.95**

---

SIRIUS

EXECUTIVE DOCKING STATION

The Sirius “Executive” desktop docking station features a unique cradle system, the base model docking station is compatible with all for Sirius Sportster plug-and-play receivers including the new Sportster Replay. To convert from Sirius operation to iPod or other MP3 players, simply pop out the supplied Sportster cradle and replace it with optional, interchangeable docking cradle for iPod with custom IR remote, or universal cradle for other portable media devices. It’s that easy to enjoy your favorite digital satellite or recorded music or video collections. Simply click the receiver or player into place to enjoy the full rich sound of high fidelity music. The Station includes micro speakers with a 20-watt amplifier and outputs to connect to a computer and other devices. It also folds for transport.

- Four 4-ohm 23mm full-range neodymium high resolution micro speakers in ported enclosures
- Additional inputs and outputs allow connection from the docking station to your computer and other devices
- Powerful 20-watt per channel amplifier
- Folds flat for easy transport

**SP-DOCK1** Sportster Executive Docking Kit (SISPDOCK1) ............................................................................................................................................................................ **79.95**
**Xpress Satellite Radio Receiver**

The compact and stylish, silver and gray Xpress Satellite Radio Receiver for XM is perfect for listening to satellite radio in your home or vehicle. It features a large 5-line display, encoder knob, auxiliary input, tune select, jump button and scrolling stock ticker and scrolling sports scores. Built-in FM transmitter with 100 frequencies to choose from makes it easy to play satellite radio over your car or home stereo. Store up to 20 of your favorite songs, and Xpress will notify you when XM is playing them. Will also remind you when your favorite teams are playing.

**XMCK10 Receiver Remote and Car Kit**: Includes Xpress Satellite Receiver, Car Power Adapter, Magnetic Roof-Mount Antenna, Mounting Bracket, Additional Power Adapter for Hardwire Installation, Car Docking Station, and Remote Control (AUXXMCK10) ................................................................. $59.95

**XMH10 Home Kit**: Includes Desktop/Tabletop Docking Station (Cradle), Weather-Resistant Window Sill Indoor/Outdoor Antenna with 23-ft. Cable, AC Power Adapter and 6-ft. Audio Adapter Cable (3.5mm male miniplug to stereo RCA) (AUXXMH10) ................................................................. $39.95

**Welcome to the Next Generation of Radio**

One big idea can change everything. And XM Satellite Radio is one big idea: Radio to the Power of X. America’s most popular satellite radio service gives you the power to choose what you want to hear— wherever and whenever you want it. XM is America’s #1 Satellite Radio provider. Broadcasting live daily from studios in Washington, DC, New York City and Nashville at the Country Music Hall of Fame, XM features over 170 digital channels of choice from coast to coast: the most commercial-free music channels—from the deepest playlist in the industry with access to over 2 million titles!

Over 30 channels of premier news, sports, talk, comedy, children’s and entertainment programming; and 21 channels of the most advanced traffic and weather information—XM Instant Traffic & Weather.

**CNP2000 XM Mini-Tuner Passport for XM Receivers**

This miniature cartridge contains the entire XM radio tuner needed to deliver XM satellite radio. It works with a wide array of existing XM ready products including home stereo and home theater systems, DVD players, mini/micro shelf systems, clock radios, and portable devices. This allows users to have just one XM subscription that they can take virtually anywhere they go. The CNP2000 XM Mini-Tuner can be inserted into a dock station connected to the product or inserted directly into a manufacturer offered port and it will deliver XM satellite radio to the product.

**CNP2000**: XM Mini-Tuner Passport for XM Radio Receivers (AUCNP2000) ................................................................................................................................. $29.95

**CNP2000H**: XM Mini-Tuner Home Docking Station: Give your XM-ready products the XM capability they were designed for. Simply plug the docking station into any existing XM-ready device and enjoy all that XM Satellite Radio has to offer. Requiers CNP2000 XM Mini-Tuner. (AUCNP2000H) ................................................................. $29.95

**CNP2000K**: XM Mini-Tuner Passport Kit: Includes the XM Mini-Tuner and Home Docking Station (AUCNP2000K) ........................................................................ $54.95

**CNP2000C**: XM Mini Car Dock Tuner Box: Provides you with the missing link for your XM-ready car stereo. It gives you the power to fully control XM radio from your head unit. With the correct Smart Digital Adapter (sold separately), it is compatible with all XM-ready car stereos. Designed for easy installation, it includes a micro antenna that easily connects to the tuner and attaches to your car wherever you like. (AUCNP2000C) ................................................................. $29.95
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MyFi

Personal XM Satellite Radio

The palm-sized MyFi is a personal XM satellite radio that can be taken with you anytime, anywhere – right out of the box. With a paid XM subscription, MyFi provides the personal freedom to experience over 150 digital XM channels virtually anywhere. And it comes with everything you need to enjoy XM anywhere — in the home, in the car, and on the go. It includes a rechargeable integrated battery pack, antenna, remote control, headphones, home kit and vehicle kit. MyFi also has the ability to store up to five hours of XM programming with the press of a button. Favorite music and programming is never missed and available for playback at any time.

◆ Large, illuminated six-line LCD display with personal stock ticker, sports score ticker, clock, alarm & more.
◆ Integrated, rechargeable lithium-ion battery provides 5 hours for travel or play.
◆ MyFi can wirelessly transmit to any FM radio speaker system, car, home or portable.

SKYFi3 Micro SD Compatible MP3 Satellite Radio

The latest in a line of best-selling line of plug-and-play satellite radios, SKYFi3 features a new, sleek design that is 65% smaller than it’s predecessor. SKYFi3 is optimized for the vehicle, where the majority of listening occurs, yet is completely portable for either stored XM programming or MP3 enjoyment. Its large, class-leading 2.8-inch display can be oriented horizontally or vertically in the supplied low-profile car dock. It features a 30 minute pause-replay, as well as the ability to record up to 10 hours of XM content and an unlimited number of MP3 or WMA files on optional micro SD cards. You can even combine XM music with your own MP3s to create custom playlists. So when you leave your vehicle, take all of your music with you for up to five hours of listening enjoyment on a single charge.

◆ 30 minute pause-replay feature continuously and automatically saves the last 30 minutes of music, sports, comedy or talk – regardless of whether you change channels.
◆ Store up to 10 hours of XM programming on it’s internal memory. Recordings can be start-ed anytime during the live listening mode or by using the scheduled recording feature.
◆ Portable-playback mode with internal 5-hour rechargeable battery
◆ Artist and Tune select automatically find favorite artists and songs on any XM channel. Plus, a Stock Ticker to track stock quotes.
◆ Blend MP3 and WMA recordings on remov-able microSD cards. You can store about 500 songs on a 2GB card.
◆ Low-profile car dock allows for horizontal and vertical mounting options. Also has an auxiliary line input .
◆ Orientation flexibility, bright 2.8-inch display screen and easy access to direct channel and preset-favorites offer improved readability and control for safer operation while driving.
◆ Includes receiver, cigarette lighter adapter, car dock, ear buds, mini-micro antenna, mounting accessories, remote control.
◆ Optional Live Wearable Kits use comfortably-thin stereo audio headsets with a low-profile XM antenna built-in to the headband that connect to SKYFi3’s multi-pin connector. A sleek form-fitting case offering additional protection and convenience is also included.
  • Standard kit (SA10252) offers live XM for 90 minutes with power from the internal battery.
  • Premium kit (SA10228) provides 7 hours in "live XM" mode and 40 hours in stored music mode with an external rechargeable battery.
◆ Optional SKYFi3 Home Kit (SA10226) lets you enjoy XM at the home or office.

www.bhphotovideo.com
XM Satellite Radio Receiver

The smallest and lightest XM satellite radio on the market (3.7 x 2.2 x 0.6"), the plug-and-play Roady XT comes with everything you need to enjoy more than 170 commercial-free channels in your car. Easy to install, you simply dock it on your dash, where it uses its built-in FM transmitter to "broadcast" the XM signal over your vehicle’s FM radio, on any unused FM frequency.

Roady XT displays the channel name, artist name, and song title for each XM channel on the bright, high-contrast screen, which offers seven vivid backlit colors (seven display colors is also a great way to match it’s appearance to your car’s interior decor). Program 30 channels as presets so you can get to your favorites quickly. Other features include TuneSelect, which save up to 20 song titles or artist names and then alerts you when they are playing on a specific channel. Meanwhile, customizable sports ticker uns through the latest scores and schedules for both college and the pros, while a stock tickers keeps track of up to 20 stocks at once.

**XM Roady XT Receiver Kit:**
Includes the Roady XT receiver, magnetic-mounted XM micro antenna, cassette adapter, universal mounting bracket, 5v power adapter and three interchangeable face plates

**Roady XT Home Kit:**
Turns any home stereo into an XM radio. Includes remote, home stand, home antenna, power Adaptor, RCA cable.

**Roady XT Installation Car Kit:**
While the Roady XT comes with its own car kit, sometimes another one is needed for a second car. Comes with antenna, vehicle cradle, dash mount, cassette adapter, power adapter, and remote control

**SA10201 Portable Boombox for Roady XT**

Boom box containing a pair of high-quality speakers and docking station for the Roady XT, the Delphi SA10201 lets you take the music or game with you and share it with everyone. Includes volume, bass, and treble controls, and a 20' cable allows you to position the antenna for optimum reception. Powered by 6 "D" cell batteries or the included compact cube AC adaptor.

- Two dual cone speakers for maximum bass
- External mini headphone jack
- Integrated carrying handle
- Integrated detachable hi-gain antenna with 20' cable.
- Headphone jack
- 18¼ x 7 x 5½" (WHD), it weighs 8.6 lbs.

**SA10205 CD Audio System for Roady XT**

Free your XM satellite radio from your car or home stereo with this unique, portable all-in-one boombox system. In addition to acting as a dock to the Roady XT radio receiver, the boombox offers a built-in CD/MP3 player and AM/FM radio. A stylish music machine, it is powered either via supplied AC adapter or 6 "D" batteries. It features two 2.3 watt stereo speakers with bass boost and an antenna with a 10' cord (which is required for receiving the XM radio signal).

- Between the speakers is the audio engine. Just rotate this center component 180° to access the XM radio dock on one side, or CD player and AM/FM radio on the other.
- Two high-quality dual cone speakers
- Two airports provide maximum bass response
- Plays MP3 formatted CD-R/RW discs
- The CD/MP3 player offers random, programmed (30 tracks), and repeat play. The LCD will display song title, artist name, and folder number during MP3 playback.
- Integrated remote control
- The AM/FM radio has a telescoping antenna, and it features 30 AM/FM presets
- Powered by supplied A/C adaptor or 6 "D" cell batteries stored in the lower tube for portability
- Alarm/sleep function for CD/MP3/AM/FM
- Headphone jack (can also serve as line output jack)
- Constructed from durable ABS plastic; has a flip-up carrying handle with rubber insert
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**AIRWARE**

Portable XM Satellite Radio

AirWare is a compact hand-held receiver that can receive XM Radio broadcasts including over 170 channels of music, sports, talk and news (XM Satellite Radio subscription required). Small and lightweight, AirWare is designed to go anywhere. It comes equipped with a home, car and personal kit, making it simple to adapt to your listening environment in the living room, office, in the car or the gym. The AirWare also features 128MB of memory that can store up to five hours of XM broadcasts for playback during times when reception isn't accessible, such as in tunnels or on subways.

**FEATURES**

- Only 7.2 oz., AirWare features an integrated XM antenna and receiver, making it the ultimate audio entertainment companion for users on the go. Also includes ear bud headphones and a belt clip.
- AirWare quickly and easily becomes part of the home entertainment center. Equipped with a home antenna, cradle, RCA cables and a wireless remote control, the unit can be integrated via connection through RCA inputs or FM modulation.
- Integration in the car is just as simple as at home. Includes everything you need to listen to XM transmission through FM modulation or via cassette adapter.
- Designed for easy control and quick access, AirWare features numerical keys for direct channel access and a scroll wheel. Store up to 30 of your favorite channels on AirWare’s presets and you’ll be able to see channel information, artist and song names on the 2.5” LCD display.
- Connectivity to over 150 XM channels coast to coast
- 30 station presets for quick access to your favorite channels
- Built-in Memory records and stores up to five hours of broadcasts
- Built-in FM transmitter allows you to play XM signals from AirWare through any car stereo, home stereo or boombox
- LCD monitor displays station information, traffic reports, stock prices, sports scores and InfoExtras
- Numeric keypad and scroll wheel for easy navigation
- Rechargeable battery provides up to five hours of non-stop play on a single charge

**In the Box**

- Includes everything you need for on the car, in home and on the go.
- For on the go, it includes stereo headphones, rechargeable battery, protective case and belt clip, so you can listen to XM Satellite Radio anywhere.
- To listen at home, it includes a docking station, antenna, RCA cables, wireless remote and AC adapter for listening at home through your home stereo.
- To listen in the car, it includes car docking station, antenna, cassette adapter, swivel, flush and vent mounts and 12v DC power converter for listening through your car stereo system.

**INNO**

Portable XM Satellite Receiver with MP3

Small in size, big on features, Inno is the first satellite radio that plays MP3s and WMAs. Now you can select and record from over 170 crystal-clear channels of live XM radio or play your own MP3/WMA mix. Anytime you want, at home or on the road, hear talk radio, college sports, Major League Baseball, NASCAR and any kind of music you choose.

- Record your favorite XM channels at home or in the car (no PC required). Record not only music, but also sports, talk shows, and more
- Mix recorded XM with your MP3s and WMAs and create your own unique and original playlists. Manage playlists and files without computers or internet
- Hear a great tune, tag it and purchase it online with XM + Napster
- Includes everything you need for home and portable use (XM subscription required): Remote control, home dock, home antenna, home AC power adapter, travel adapter, RCA and USB cables, belt clip, ear buds and rechargeable battery

GEX-INNO1 XM2go (PIGEXINNO1) ............................................................... CALL
Take XM's commercial-free music and premier talk content to the next level. Now you can enjoy XM programming in your home from a component-style tuner that delivers 100% of XM’s potential sound quality. A high performance XM satellite radio component tuner for use with existing premium home audio systems, Polk Audio’s XRt12 (XM Reference Tuner 12) is the performance reference standard for XM tuners. Now you can stop having to take your plug ‘n’ play XM tuner out of the car to hook it up to a home adapter. Set it up once and the XRt12 is ready to serve up true high fidelity XM programming in your home. And, it has a component-standard 17” wide chassis that will look right at home among your other premium audio components.

Because the XRt12 has a video output you can view all of the standard XM information—channel number, name, artist name and song title are right there on your TV screen in all their big, easy-to-read-from-across-the-room glory. No more squinting and running up to the teeny weeny little display to see who is performing. And when you hear something new and cool and you want to remember the artist and song you don’t even have to find pen and paper—just hit the Memory button on the front panel and the XRt12 will record up to 10 records of channel, artist and song data for later retrieval.

**FEATURES**

- Audiophile-grade Burr-Brown D/A converter chip ensures that even analog connections will result in superior sound quality. The analog gain stage is robust, providing more than enough output to deliver a full volume, low noise signal to any amplifier or receiver.
- Rear panel RS-232 port enables integration into whole-house music distribution systems such as Crestron and NetStreams. This allows you to plug it right into the system for XM radio throughout the house. You’ll be able to control the XRt12 from any station on the system and display channel, artist and song data on any control screen in the network.
- RCA analog stereo outputs for connection to ANY stereo receiver or amplifier, plus optical and coaxial digital outputs for connection to surround receivers and processors—when XM goes multi-channel, you’ll be ready!
- Built-in signal strength meter helps you position your antenna for perfect reception
- Command and control functions are handled by large, easy to see and use front panel buttons and a four-line blue LCD display panel.
- Control features include menu selection, category scan, memory, channel scan, display brightness control, 20 channel presets for quick and easy switching to your favorite channels and more.
- Preview what channels are available and what is playing before switching from the channel you’re listening to.
- Composite video output permits the tuner to display Channel, Artist and Song Title on a TV/monitor for easy viewing at a distance.
- The Display control lets you enlarge the text on the display for easy viewing from a distance when your tuner is not hooked up to a television.
- A menu-accessible three-stage volume control allows you to match the tuner’s output to that of other sources in the system to avoid large volume swings when switching from source to source.
- You can set the XRt12 to automatically shut off if a button is not pressed in 30, 60 or 90 minutes
- Connect the XRt12 to an audio receiver or amp with a 12v trigger output, and you can have the receiver turn the XRt12 on and off
- Includes full-function remote control that duplicates the front panel controls plus adds numeric keys for direct channel access.
- Also includes a high gain XM antenna with 20’ cable (an optional 50’ extension is also available), a digital optical cable and analog A/V cable.
NeXus 25 • NeXus 50
XM/MP3 Digital Audio Players

For the first time ever, you can listen to live satellite radio (when connected to a home docking station or car dock) and play MP3s on a single, wearable device. Samsung’s NeXus players can store XM content, MP3s and WMAs for portable listening, fundamentally change the way people listen to music. Play all of your favorite songs in your MP3 collection, or listen to live XM Satellite Radio which introduces you to new artists and old favorites from all kinds of music genres, plus live sports, breaking news, stand-up comedy, and much, much more. The NeXus 25 player (512MB) stores up to 25 hours of XM programming, while the NeXus 50 (1 GB) stores up to 50 hours.

- Incredibly compact, they weigh 4.4 ounces and measure just 3.4 x 1.8 x 0.6” (HxWxD)
- Listen to live XM Satellite Radio when docked in a home or car docking station.
- They include XM mini tuner cartridge, which delivers XM programming to the players via the home docking station.
- They come with battery, earbuds, remote control, Home Dock/Cradle, home XM antenna, AC adapter, RCA audio and USB cables, and a carrying case/holster.

Consumers who love their MP3 players and satellite radio can now enjoy the best of both worlds with XM Satellite Radio and Samsung’s three portable audio players. Combining the content and capabilities of XM radio with the portability and high quality of an MP3 player, Samsung has created the ultimate digital music experience— at home and on-the-go.

- XM + Napster feature lets you bookmark the names of songs heard on XM, connect the player to a PC and purchase the bookmarked tracks instantly from the XM + Napster online service. (You can also subscribe to Napster and have access to their extensive song library). They are also compatible with other PlaysForSure music services.
- Memory storage for XM content, MP3s/WMA files for portable listening
- Schedule recordings so you can time-shift your favorite program if you are unable to listen because of work or sleep schedules. Memory buffer even lets you start recording a song or program up to 45 seconds after it’s started and still capture it in its entirety!
- Easy-to-use interface helps you save and delete content, create personal playlists, and find and play back their favorite songs.
- They include software to copy MP3 and WMA files and to rip CDs
- Store XM content by song, by channel or by scheduled session.
- Category list for saving and accessing favorite channels.
- Create unique playlists mixing XM content with your personal music
- Rechargeable battery automatically charges when the players are docked in the XM cradle, ensuring that your player will be fully charged after you’ve used it to listen to and record XM radio.

Helix XM/MP3 Digital Audio Player

The Helix steps up from the NeXus players by offering live XM reception for portable listening on the go, while storing MP3s, WMA files and XM content for playback anywhere, anytime. It also features a 1.7” TFT color display with customizable stock and sports tickers and storage capacity of up to 50 hours of XM programming.

- Incredibly compact, Helix weighs 4.5 ounces and measure just 3.7x 2.2 x 0.6” (HxWxD)
- Live XM Satellite Radio on-the-go, in the car or at home.
- TuneSelect alerts you when songs or artists (up to 20) you’ve saved are playing on XM
- 99 channel presets
- Integrated, wireless FM transmitter for beaming XM to any FM radio frequency.
- Stocks and sports on a 1.7” TFT color display
- Includes Home Docking Station, earbud headphones (4’ cord) with foam earbud pads, battery, remote control, home XM antenna, AC adapter with DC output cord, 21” travel power cable, RCA audio and USB cables, protective case.

Helix XM Satellite Radio with MP3 Player (SAYXM1) ......................................................... 279.95
XM2go Portable Satellite Radio Receiver

150 channels of music, sports, news, talk, weather and more beamed from space to your hand, wherever you happen to be. The TAO TXM1020 uses satellite radio technology to give you access to a world of fresh new content, even in the remotest of places.Shockproof casing and easy navigation keeps the content coming during any outdoor activity, whether it’s listening to alternative hits deep in the woods, or catching every major league baseball game out on the boat. Anything, anytime, anywhere. The TAO XM2go makes the world revolve around you for a change.

◆ Featuring a compact and rugged look, the Tao XM2go is designed specifically for those who enjoy being on the move. Has a built-in antenna, five hour rechargeable battery and more than 150 channels of XM radio available wherever and whenever it is wanted (with paid subscription).
◆ Record up to five hours of programming in memory mode. You can record wirelessly at the press of a button or program a time in the future, ensuring every show is captured and time on airplanes is still entertaining.
◆ Channel preset function makes it easy to quickly navigate to your favorite channels.

The 30 channel preset memory, divided into three 10-channel groups, allows you to organize your favorites any way you want.
◆ Channel preview function lets you use the tuning control dial to preview content playing on other channels without having to tune away from your current channel.
◆ Circular control button controls volume and playback, while a numeric keypad lets you input stations directly.
◆ At just under 3” wide and 4.5” high, the TXM1020’s palm-friendly size makes it great for use as a belt-mounted radio.

◆ The backlit LCD display is large enough to display the wealth of information that comes with XM radio service: Song and program titles, artist name, a playback progress bar.
◆ Includes earbuds, a rechargeable battery that offers five hours of battery life, belt clip that doubles as a table stand, vehicle docking station, magnetic roof- or hood-mount antenna, and more to connect in your home.

inMotions iMX2
Portable Audio System for Portable XM Receivers

Love your car or home satellite radio set-up, and don’t want to leave it? Then don’t. Built for XM2go satellite radio receivers, the rugged, shock-resistant inMotion iMX2 system lets you play your Delphi MyFi, Pioneer Airware, or Tao receiver everywhere you go – without headphones. The inMotion iMX2 gives you the range and the rich sound your satellite radio deserves.

◆ Compact, lightweight amplified extension of your XM2go receiver, the inMotion iMX2 replaces headphone listening and delivers high quality, crystal-clear sound just about anywhere you want to listen to music.
◆ Automatically recharges your XM2go receiver when plugged in and docked.
◆ Advanced digital amplifier for maximum power and more than 24 hours of operation on 4 AA batteries (not included).
◆ Superior MaxxBass technology for quality bass without a subwoofer.
◆ Compact design folds to close for convenient mobility.

◆ Weighs only 15 ounces.
◆ Input jack for second device connection, including CD & DVD players.
◆ Includes home antenna cable adapter (XM Radio home antenna not included), 3.5 mm stereo cable (for secondary input) and a protective carrying case.